Transition from gravito- to electroconvective regimes in thin-layer electrodeposition.
The transition from gravitoconvective to electroconvective prevailing regimes in thin-layer electrochemical deposition is analyzed through variations of electrolyte viscosity at constant cell thickness. The distribution of velocity directions at the deposit front is a measure of the relative weight of electroconvection versus gravitoconvection, and a signature of that transition. The experiments are carried out under galvanostatic conditions in convection prevailing regimes. Particle image velocimetry reveals that at low viscosities, buoyancy driven convection dominates; as viscosity increases, electrically driven convection becomes more important, eventually prevailing. The transition is observed at 1.5 times the viscosity of water. The theoretical model presented reveals that an increase of the Poisson and Reynolds numbers and a decrease of the Peclet and electric Grashof numbers, when viscosity increases, makes the electroconvective motion relatively more important. The model predicts a transition at approximately two times the viscosity of water. We may conclude that, in a physicochemical hydrodynamic flow involving ions, under galvanostatic conditions, increasing viscosity damps gravitoconvection and enhances electroconvection.